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ABSTRAcr 

A theoretical and experimental study was made of the shift in atomic· 
. . 

·core-electron binding energies caused by the chemical enviro~~ent. 

Tiw models are presented to account for these "chemical shifts." The 

first uses an energy cycle to break the core-electron binding energies into a 

free-ion contribution and a classical Madelung energy contribution. The Made-

lung energy contributes a significant part of the binding energy shift. It can 

in principle be evaluated rigorously, although there is some ambiguity as to a 

surface correction. The reference level for binding energies must also be con-

sidered in· comparing theory with experiment (or in comparing. experimental shifts 

. with one another). Electronic relaxation could also introduce errors of :V1 eV in , .. 

shift measurements .• The second, more approximate, model consists.of a "charged-

.shell" approximation for bonding electrons in atomic complexes. It gives semi-

quantitative estimates of shifts and demonstrates the relationship between bond 

polarity and core-electron binding energy shifts. 

These models indicate that several features of the free-ion state will be 

reflected also .in chemical shifts. Free-ion Hartree-Fock calculations were made· 

I ; • 
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on F) Cl) Br) I) and.Eu in several oxidation states. These indicate that the removal

"'' of a valence electron shifts the binding energies of all core levels by nearly equal 

amounts (10-20 eV). This shift decreases with increasing atomic nQ~ber in a given 

chemical family. The removal of an inner "valence" electron (e.g.) 4f in europiQ~) 

gives rise to relatively large shift~ ("'20 eV). These features were also found in the 

exper imentar .chemical shifts 

Chemical shifts were measured for iodine. in KI J iodobenzoic acid) KIOy 

and KI0
4 

and for europiQ~ in EuA1
2 

and Eu
2
oy using the technique of photoelectron·: 

spectroscopy. Binding. energies in iodine were found to increase by ~.8 eV per 

unit increase in oxiuation nQ~ber. A Madelung energy calculation indicates that 

this corresponds to.a loss of "'0.5 electronic charges from the valence shell per 

unit increase in oxidation state) and this value agrees approximately with previous 

. results obtained from MC\ssbauer measurements. A- shift of 10 eV was found between 
-· 

This very large shift is due largely to the loss of a full 4f elec-

tron in this change of oxidation state. 

W:Lth some refinements, the above technique could produce very useful informa-

. tion about ·bonding in ionic solids, :in particular allowing th.e determination of the 

charge on each atom. Their application to such problems as a determination of the 

:·· .. oxidation states of metals in biological molecules seems. even more ·promising. 
·,;.. 

·.': . 
. '· 

•..... ,-. 

-. : '. . ~ :. t \ .· :.t 
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I. . INTRODUCTION. 

There are two main techniques for ~tudying the bindingenergies of atomic 

.., core electrons. Traditionally, x-ray emission and absorption spectroscopy have 

been used in this type of investigation. However, during the last ten years a 

photoelectr.on · spectroscopic method has been developed to sufficient precision 

and accuracy that it now surpasses the x-ray techniques in many respects. A 

detailed description of the technique has previously been published.
1 

The method 

is simple and direct. Photoelectrons. from inner shells are expelled by x-radiation 

of known.energy. The kinetic energy of these photoelectrons is measured in a high 

resolution electron spectrometer. From the photon energy and the kinetic energy 

' the binding energy of a particular subshell is readily obtained. 

Chemical effects on core-electron binding energies have been observed 

. . 2 
since about 1920 in x-ray emission and more often in x-ray absorption spectra. 

However, experimental difficulties as well as ambiguities in the interpretation 

of spectra have inhibited the usefulness of conventional x~ray technique$ for 

.studying chemical effects. The photoelectron. spectroscopic technique however 1 

photo 
shows much promise in this area. For example; appli?ation ofAelectron spec.tros-

copy to sodiurn .thiosulfate very directly indicateE\ that there are two dis:tinct 

. 3 
types of.sulfur. atoms present. That is,·the photoelectron spectrum due to the 

·sulfur ls
1

;
2 

shell is split into two well-resolved peaks approximately 6 eV 

-apgrt,the two peaks being due to .sulfur atoms in the -2 and +6 formal oxidation 

states. Furthermore, measurements on a series of sulfur compounds reveal a 

4 
monotonic relationship between binding energy and formal oxidation state. Sub-

. . 5 5 . 6 
sequent studies have also been made on the elements carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, 

and chlorine.7 
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In this paper. we report ' '· photoelectr·on spectroscopic measurements on 
.. .··· . . · · primarily 

compounds o{: iodine· .(Z=53) and ~eliropium _(Z=63~~Asprevious 'WOrk has been done A on 

light elements it 'Was. of interest to measure chemical shifts for heavier 

atoms: Iodine 'Was chosew because it forms stable compounds over a 'Wide range 

· r · · · of oxidation states and also because its bonding has been stuc1ied with the 

'.·. . 8 
· M8ssbauer effect. We have studied the chemical shifts for the iodine core 

levels 2s
1
;2· to 4d

3
/

2 
in compounds 'With formal oxidation states ranging from -1 

-- ...... , 
kno'Wn to be 4f

7 
;, __ t.o + 7 .. Europiu.rn 'Was chosen because the 4f configurations are 

' '~ 2+ 9 . 6 3+~ .10 . ' 
· for Eu and 4f for Eu ·• . We therefore expected a large shift bet'Ween 

;-: -" '. 

'! '+2 and +3 compounds due to.the completely "ionic" .nature of the 4f transfer 

; , invol~ed. We have studied europiu.'ll in the +2 state (as EuAl and to a lesser 
. ' ·. ' 2 

'. 

-;: ___ . 
extent EuS and EuO) ·and the 3 state (as Eu

2
o
3

). . The measured shifts for europ-

. ·iu.'ll are large, being about 9.6 eV for this unit change in oxidation state compared 

'.' ., 

- ... · ...... ·' .. · . · . We have also made a theoretical analysis of chemical shifts. in core elec-
. ' ~ ·; . 

.. • · .• J.; 

.·. tron bindi!lg energies. A model 'Was developed which makes use of the classical. ·, ' 

. . . a core 
. model for ioriic crystals.. To a good approximation, the binding energy of/\ ele.ctr6n 

, .. in a. solid is composed of t'Wo parts: a free-ion contribution· an<i .a· lattice-
. . •' 

.'· ' . . 

' >.·:· '~·>' •: potential correction .. Free-ion calculattons -were made using a self-consistent' .. 
. . ·.: .. 

... 11 
· ·· f~eld Hartree-:Fock computer program 'Written by Roothaan and Bagus. The lattice 

.::::. ~;·l' ·~· ,"' . 

· .. 

·potential correction can be related to the Madelung energy of the crystal and 
·.,_ 

, . . ' 

·:· ':_.evaluated.for the iodine com~ounds of primary interest (KI, KI03' and KI0 4). 

• Comparison of experimental.!3.nd theoretical results then permits assignment of a 

s:harge to the iodine atom in each compound. or, less dire'ctly, to a determination . 

;.•·, .· 

"fractional ionic· character".of the iodine bonds. 
' . 

. . '•. 

. .. . . ~ 

... 
' 
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t; The instru.rnentation and'experi~ental techniques are described in Sec. 

~' 

~ 

·. ,. 

II. In Sec. III we discussbriefly the system of.data analysis. The experimen-

~ 
:) 

'4 
:~ 

tal results are presented in Sec. IV. Section V c0ntains a general discussion 

~ 

It: 
~1 

of the theoretical evaluation of such chemical shifts, pointing out several 

.~' 

~ corrections. We also present here the results of specific calculations on 
}' 

" ~ .. europiu.rn and 'iodine. In Sec. VI we discuss the experimental results in the 
~ 

"' t 
~ 

light of our theoretical values; and also make suggestions for applying this 

technique to biological <problems. Conclusions are given in Sec. VII. 
i 
' 

.. ,' ' 
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II. INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

· Photoemissiori from a solid may be considered as a thr'ee-step .process. 
. . \ 

. . . 

Electrons ·are excited to. higher ener.gy levels by absorption of a photon. The 

excited electrons move through the crystal lattice and some of them reach the 

surface. If their momenta perpendicular to the surface are large enough they 

escape into·the Va.cuum and their kinetic energies can be measured. On their 

way out tO the surface the· photoelectrons may lose energy by 'various kinds of 

inelastic coilisions. In this work we are interested ·primar.ily in those·. electrons 

that have not suffered any large~ discrete energy losses of the order of 
and interband 

several eV, the. most common of which are those due to plasmon creationAtransitions . 

. When studying the :i..nner atomic energy levels we use photon energies 

well above the photoelectric thresholds for these levels. ·The kinetic energies 

of the photoelectrons of interest ·~re typically in .the rarige l-5 keV. .In order 

.· .. to separate out the elastically scattered· electrons from those that are inelas-. 

tically scattered, high-resolution electron spectroscopy is necessary. A.niron..; 

. 12 13 
free, double-focusing magnetic spectrometer was .used in this -work. Bergkvist · 

has doubled the transmission ·of this spectrometer for a given resolution by means 

of external correction coils .. The apparatus is schematically illustrated in Fig. l. 

,The momentu1n resolution was set to 0.03% (full width. at half maximu.rn inten-

. sity). This gives a line width in energy ranging from 0.6 eV for l keV electrons ~ 

·to 3 eV. for 5 keV electrons. It is advantageous to work at low photoelectron 

·rW. 

·· energies to achieve both the best absolute resolution and the highest photo-

electric yield. 

2 
The detector was a Geiger counter with a thin 50-75 ~g/cm formvar window. 

The window had a cut-off energy of 3-4 keV. To reduce the effective ci,lt-.off 

;, ; /' 
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energy a post-accelerating device -was fitted between 'the exit slit of. the spec

trometer and the counter·window.· The electrons could thus be given an extra 

energy of up to 4 keV before enter'ing the counter. The· effective cut-off with' 

the post-acceleration de-tector system· was about l keY. 

'The data were taken by stepping the spectrometer current, usually in 

. increments of 0. 2 mA and counting for a pre set time at each point, usually 12 

or 30 sec. The counts were stored in a multichannel analyzer used in the multi-

were 
scalar mode. Each spectrwn was scanned several times and the scans~added to-

gether in order to eliminate the effect of fluctuations in the x-ray intensity. 

The spectrom~ter current stability was 2-3 parts in 105. 

The source of radiation was a specially-made non-magnetic· x-ray tube 

with a demountable anode. The x-ray tube was fed from a doubl·y · rectified high 

voltage generator .. The excitation voltages used were 30 kV. for CrKa, and 35 kV. 

for cuxa:. 

The ·only filter between x-ray anode and source was a ·piece of 25 micron Al 

foil. Therefore, the incident radiation was by no means monochromatic and the 

photoelectron spectrQ~ reflected the x~ray spectrQ~. The strong a:
1 

and a:
2 

x-rays· 

give rise to easily resolvable photoelectron peaks.,however. The Al filter· is 

· useful in. reducing bac}<ground- ,: by attenuating the soft x-ray porti'on of 

the spectrQ~ and also by preventing electrons from scattering off the anode and 

·.entering the spectrometer. It would, ·Of course, be desirable to decrease back-

!!· ·ground radiation and approach more closely a monochromatic source. For exa~ple, 

.· a· bent-crystal monochromator has been used to discriminate against all but a:
1 

. ·· photo 14 
, radiation in some recent!\ electron spectroscopic work. The difficulty with 

; ;~ . 

X 
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··. 

most monochromatization techniques however, is that the. intensity of the desired 

radiation is severely reduced. ·Recently,. the tise of ·low -z materials such as 
. ·.·• ·. . ·. . .· ·. . . 4 6 

Al for an anode has proven to be very satisfactory. - The lighter elements do 

not have· a significant splitting between the closely spaced Ka
1 

and Kcx
2 

x-rays 

so a strong "monochromatic" Kcx line occurs . 

. . The sample arrangemE:mt is similar to one· described previously .
15 

An 

2 
extended source (10 X.l3 mm) was· placed immediately in front of the x-ray tube 

window. The distance between the focal spot of the x-ray tube and the center 

of the source was about 30 mm. About· 5 mm in front of the sample was a 0.5 rrun 

by 10 !!L"ll entrance slit into the spectrometer cham,ber. This slit acted as the 
. . . . . 

. . 

effective electron. source for . the spectrometer. With this arrangement the 

actual alignment of the sample was not critical. The highest counting 

rates were obtained when the angle between sample plane and slit plane was about 

Samples were usually prepared by grinding a compound to a fine powder 

and dusting.this powder onto a two-sided tape backing which was firmly pressed 
. \ 

·onto one flat. face of an aluminu."ll. block. This block acted as a heat sink ah.d 

. ani electron source to replace electrons lost in photoemission. The face of 

the block was mounted at the optimal source angle .. Chemical shifts between 

different samples could be measured directly by moving the source block up or 

. down from one of three sample positions to the next via a vacuu."ll-tight mechanical 

coupling. 

) 
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III . . DATA ANALYSIS 

It is natural to define the binding energy of an electron in a free atom 

as the energy necessary. to remove the electron from its shell to infinity. In a 
. . . 

solid, the outer electronic levels are broadened into bai;tds; and a potential 

barrier exists at the surface; it- is therefore more convenient to refer the 

·bindi!J-g energies to the Fermi level (electronic chemical·potential). It would 

-seem that the work function of the sample would then enter into the photoemission 

equation. However, it is actually not the work function of the source but rather 

that of the entrance slit and vacuQ~.tank of the spectrometer that enters. The 

. ' 

reason for this is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows. energy :!!!.. distance near 

the sample. If the sample is electrtcally connected to the vacuQ~ tank their 

·Fermi levels will. coincide at equilibriQ~. When the· electrons pass through 

the, slit (but before energy analysis) they will therefore have acquired the 

. · vacuum potential or' the entrance slit material. The vacuum tank and the entrance 

·: slit are both made of aluminum,. · The work function ·of this spectrometer (¢ ) has 
, . . sp 

16 
been reported as 3. 7±0.3 eV and has been· found to be stable with time. This 

. value was used in our investigation in det.ermining absolute binding energies. 

;Since this correction is a spectrometer constant 'it will not enter into chemical 

shift measUrements in any way. 

The photoemission equation for.· the i th core level of an atom A in com-

.. pound X will thus be 

•',' 

hv ~(A, i, X) +' Ekin + ¢~p (l) 



;: 
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'·. r 

· where the binding energy E!(A, <i~ X) is referred to the Fermi level of the. source. 

The notation ~ will be· used lat~r when referring a binding energy to the vacuum 

. final 
level of the . sample. The measured/\kinetic energy, of the photoelectrons is 

. '~ . 
denoted R·. • 
.. , -kl.n 

. , . 

. Absolute binding energies can thus ,be determined if hv and R . are 
1nn 

known. The energies for C~a 1 and CrKa
1 

have been taken f+om the recent tabula-

.. tlon of x-ray wavelengths by Bearden
17

. and are 8047.78 eV. and 5414.72 eV, respec- · 

·· tively. The spectrometer w~~ 'calibrated for each new sample by means of a 

magnesiu.rn oxide sample gi virig rise to· .the Mg 18
1

/
2

( CuKa
1

). and Mg 1S
1

;
2 

( CrKa
1

) 

photoelectron lines. The magnetic rigidities of these lines are 277.719 G-em 
' .· . . .. 

and 216·. 495 G-em, resp~cti vely .
1

9 All data are based on the 1963 set· of funda-

· . mental. constants. 

Equation 1 ' is exact for a metallic sample. For a semiconductor 

.·.·or .an insulator the situation is more complicated and a certain ambiguity exist"s 

in the reference level .. For such materials the Fermi level is located somewhere· 

' ' 
between the valence and conduction bands as shown in Fig. 2, i.e., in a forbidden 

energy gap. Therefore it does not have the simple physical meaning of the highest· 

occupied level.. as in a metal. Since .the portion of the sample effective in pro"'" 

ducingi;elastically scattered photoelectrons is a thin .layer near the surface, 

the situation may be further complicated by surface band'-bending effects for .• ~ · 

,. these materials.· At the.moment the:re is not sufficient experimental evidence 
. . . . . 

to solve lma;nbiguously the.'question.of'the reference. level for such materials. 

'· 

· < From the. l?eproducibility of our experimental' data, ·hdwever, we conclude that for 
,. :., · ... ' .'! 

·., 
. these materials the reference level remains fixed within 1 eV and tentatively we 

"' ~ . . . . ·, . . . 

,_' 

. ... 
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assu..'lle. that also for semiconductors and insulators the Fermi· level serves as the 

reference level. We discuss· this problem furth~r, in Sec. V. 

··Also one might e~pect that the use of insulating 'samples •would be impos

sible due to _in-evitable charging-up effects. These have oeen observed, e.g., in 

.. . high as · 
oeta-ray' spectroscopy, where shifts asi\;several keV have been reported. · A slight 

charging-up effect in our w'ork cannot at the moment be excluded. However, the 

effect is probably less than 1 ev .. 

Figure . 3 shows some typical photoelectron li?-es ·from iodine compounds. 

The not~tion 12;p
3
/

2 
·- KI ( CuKa

1
) denotes a peak due .to electrons 'expelled oy cuKCX

1 

radiation from the iodine 2p
3
/

2 
level in a potassiu..'ll iodine sa'llple. Although all 

.of the. samples were thicker than the.mean free path for inelastic collisions of 

the excited electrons, the photoelectron lines ·are well-separated from the dis-

crete energy loss spectrum. The first energy loss peak falls 5-20 eV from the 

elastic peak and can_ thus be easiiy ·distinguished. In the case of CrKcx excita-

tion radiation the.ipr9ximity of CrKCX1 and CrKcx2 (9.2;1 eV) influences the low 

energy side of the photoelectron line from CrKCX
1

. However, resolution was still 

good enough to l?cate the CrKcx
1 

photoelectron peak accurately. 

The linewidth of a photoelectron lirie. is. typically 5 eV. Part of this 

. ' . 
is due to spectrometer broadening and part to lifetime broadening from ooth the 

sample energy level and the exciting radiation~ Tl).e width contributed by the 

' 18 
... radiation is 2. 26 eV for CuKa

1 
and 1."95 eV for CrKcx

1
. Peak locations were 

determined in two ways:. by ·hand as. the intersection of the locus of midpoints 

of horizontal chords and the photoelectron line or by a least squares computer 

fit of Gaussian functions to the data. 
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IV. . CHEMICAL SHIFT MEASUREMENTS .ON' IODINE AND. EUROPIUM COMPOUNDS. 
. . . . . . ' ' . . . 

:A. Iodine Compounds 

Binding energy. shifts -were measured for eight iodine levels from 

.. f . '• -· . ' f ' 

. _2s
1

; 2(Eb == 5191.6 eV) to _4d5;2 (Eb·= 54.4 eV) in compounds of 99.CJ{o purity, 

ranging from -1 to +7 in nominal oxidation state. Table I lists the levels, 

compounds; nu.'tlber of measurements, arid shifts relative to KI. The scatter of . 

.. individual measurements 'is some-what larger than that obtained previously on 

metal samples.· This could arise from a charging-up. effect or from .changes in 

. - . 

. the ref~rence level from sample. to sample, as the Fermi level of a surface layer 

of semiconductor or insulator_ could be very sensitive to both bulk impurities 

. :and surface conditions .. ·such fluctuations are of the order of l eV or less, 

ho-wever, and -would not .obscure the larger chemical shifts· in KI0
3 

and Kio
4

. 

The standard deviation of these shifts due to scatter of individual measU.re-

·. · · _merits is quoted as an error figure. The shift. is. essentially the same for all 

··,--

.:.· 

' . .P: 

..... ,., .. 

,·-

.·, .. the measured levels. · Weighted average shifts -were calculated for the core levels 

.. · · potassium p~iodo benzoate 
.. ·· ::·;; of each compound~ · For the three compounds these -were~(KI:BJ9-o.o ± 0.6 eV, 

KI0
3

-5.3 ± 0.6 eV, and KI0
4
-6.3 ± 0.6 eV relative to KI.' Typical photoelectron 

··.lines from t-wo iodine compounds are sho-wn in Fig. 3 . The shift in energy is 

·· -· obvious. 

' .. ~ .. ·•. 

Absolute binding energies obtained from KI samples; are listed in Table 

. II; . The -work· function correction. has· been applied and the binding energies 

. ".therefore. all refer to the Fermi level of the sample • . ... \. 

. , ... As the iodine ·compounds·under investigation all contained potassium, it 
·v ; .. · 

'. 
···· -was of interest to measure the shi:ft of potassiu.'tl core levels also., This -was 

'-
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done for the ls
1

;
2 

level in the three inorganic compounds and the shifts 

obtained from 5 measurements oneach compoundare:_ Kio
3

- -1.3 ± 0.2 eV 

·.and Kro
4

- :..1.3 .. ±'.'0.2 eV, again relative to KI. 

.... ~ 

B. Europium Compounds 

Binding energy shifts were measured for the 3d
5

/
2 

level and to a lesser 

extent the 3d
3
/

2 
and 4p

3
/

2 
levels of europiu.'ll in the +2 and +3 oxidation states. 

Low intensities prevented measurements on more levels. Most of the measure-

ments on· the +2 state were rri.ade on EuA1
2
·, although preliminary data on EuS and 

EuO show similar shifts. The +3 state was represented by the compound E~o 3 . 

Results are presented in.Table III. The weighted average shift for these 

~easurements is 9.6 ± 0.6 ev. 

Figure 4 compares photoelectron peaks from different europiu.'ll compounds. 

Spectra B and ~: were obtained· from a piece of europium metal which was pqlished 

in air to give a shiny surface. Spectrum B was obtained as quickly as· possible 

.after. insertion into the spectrometer vac_uu.'U~ ·Spectrum C was obtained after 

several days exposure of·· the same sample to air. The rapid oxidatiqn of europium 

, _ _.~ ~~~al :_can be follc;:we~" from EuO to Eu
2

o
3 

by_ the disappearance of' the 3d
5
; 2 

•photoelectron peak associated with Eu+
2 

The spectrum observed is complicated by 

' the ~ 2 photoelectron lines and perhaps discrete energy loss peaks but the 

... ~~' .·interpretation is straightforward. There also appears to be some oxidation of the 

surface of EuAl
2 

·to the +3 state.· This is further verified by the fact that the 

+2 peak was much weaker in older _EuAl
2 

samples, particularf.y those which were 

exposed to air. 
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V. THEORETICAL 

:A. · . General Procedure 
, .... 

. , ·. 
In order to calculate electron binding energies'in a solid compound, we 

must first. select a reference level for energy. As discussed in Sec. III the 

Fermi level is suggest~d by our experimental method. However:, for non-metals 

the Fermi level. cannot. be eas.ily obtained theoretically, as.· a: knowledge of the 

density of states of the electronic bands is required. -This in turn requires 

a detailed qua~tum-mechanical treatment of every solid .under study which . is 

·not. feasible at the present time. , We therefore select as our reference the 

vacuu.rn level and define it. as the energy at which an elec.tron can escape from 

the surface of the solid and arrive at infinity. . Our simple theory has this 

reference level built. in, because it uses free-ion Hartree-Fock calculations. 

It 'i~ :~~_:;PC,s.sj;,:ble to , suggest:: a method for measuring these 
_.; ... ' . ·. ~-;: .... : .. . :." ·..•. . . ·. - . . . :.. . . ' 

vacuum-referenced binding energies directly.· From Fig. 2 we note that.all photo-

electrons leaving the sample are accelerated or retarded by the difference in 

vacuum lev~ls b~tween sampie and. spectrometer before their kinetic energies are 

measured. This difference is the ~ontact potential ¢c: its measurement would 

'give a direct determination·of the.vacuum-referenced.binding energy of an arbi-

t · th · 1 1 f t A i lid d X rary ~ ~nner. eve o a om n a SC? com:poun · from 

(2) 

:.·· 

·:}. 

:'; 

~T ' 

I" 
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A chemical shift of the level i between compounds X · and ';!. then becomes 

~(A,i,X-Y) =~(A, i,X~Y) 6¢ 
c 

(3) 

' . . . 

since ¢sp is constant. Assuming that ~(A,i,X-Y.) .~ ~(A,ij~-Y) is t!+us 

equivalent to assu.rning ¢ ~· ¢ . No contact potential measurements have been 
. ex.. cy 

made in conjunction with .photoelectron spectroscopy. However, it has been shown 

in previous work3- 7 and in our own measurements that the chemical state of the 

atom is far more important than : · .· ' '· effects of this tYPe. As an example, 

we have found iodine binding energies to agree.very wel.l (±0.4 eV) between KI03' 

H:ro
3

. and.r
2

o
5

, all compounds in w~ich iodine has a .nominal oxidation nu.rnber of 

. +5, but -where contact potential differences might be expected.: There-

fore, we tentatively neglect Lcpc and directly compare ~(theoretical). to 

. 6~, (experimental) in Sec .. yr.. 

·. Let us consider one procedure for calculating vacuu.rn-referenced core 

electron binding energies ahc.l chemical shifts. in solid compounds with partial 

. 20 . 
ionic character and long-range order. This procedure is .a generalized and 

slig.htly modified version of one use~ p~eviously for determining valence band 

locations in the alkali halides.
21 

With.the. aid of the energy cycle sho-wn in 

Fig. 5, the problem can be broken up into parts amenable to solution by rela:tively 

simple techniques. The. cycle is as follows: suppose -we are interested in the 

binding energy of a core electron in the i th level of atom (or ion) A in some 

solid compound X. All atoms in tb,e lattice are assigned charges, s'ubject to 

the restriction of overall electr.oneutrality. For strictly ionic compounds, 
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these charges will have. integral Values,;' whereas for other compounds their 

values can be empilica{lyassign~~as we demo~strate b~low .. we first ~emove_ 

A from the solid lattice 'With whatever ·cha~ge i~ has in: the lattice (Z). All . :..,. 

nuclei remaining in the lattice are held fixed in their equilibriu.rn positions 

during the .entire cycle, but the electrons can be aliowed to relax about all 

nuclei including the. one _removed.,·. E
1 

is the energy required for the first 

'' · . . . . . th . . Z Z+l 
step. Next, we remove a core electron from the i level of A to form A • 

' th ' 
The energy required is. the b'inding energy of the i level of the free ion 

'th h . d i d. 't d,... E.V(A.i Z). F'. ·11. AZ+l. ' t d,... kit w 1. c ar ge Z an s eno ~ · uy 
0 

, , • . 1.na y' . _ 1.s 1.nser e . uac n o 

the lattice. The energy requiredis E
2

• If•nuclear and electronic relaxation 
·. ·," 

·· • ·have been. treated properly, the net ·effect of the cycle is .to remove an electron 
' ' 

from a core level. 
v ' ' Eb (A, i,X) is thus the binding energy in the solid referred 

to the vacuu.rn level, and is given by 
.·.· 

.. · >. ·~ .. " 

·. ,.. 
. _·-~(A, i; X) (4) 

: <. • •• 

~ .. ·.·, :, 

• • : \ • ~ : . • -lo ' 
·.If'we now consider· A in the compoUnds X and y (possessing charges· z and z I' ., . 

.respectively) the chemical. shift of the ithlevel of A is 

< .; ••• 

. . · .. -~,. ..... 
::..,._. 

(5) 

or 

. ·~ . . ~~~ 

'• 
.·•. ~:: ·~: 

··:·."'"· 
,' <• . ~ .. 

. . . . . . .. 

: ~(A,i;x~Y) ~ ~(A,i;z-z '') + ~(E 1 +E 2 ) .• (6) : 
.; .. • ;,._, 

. i 

_; 
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Our sign· convention requires that a positive ~(A,i,X-Y) corresponds to tighter 

th . . 
binding of th~ i . electron.in compound X than in compound Y. 

The assumptions concerning nuclear and electron-ic relaxation deserve 

further discussion. Since the photoelectric process is believed to occur in a 

-W ~ . . 
time interval of the order of 10 sec, whereas nuclear.relaxation times are 

. -13 
of the order of 10 sec~. it is probably quite valid to hold the nuclei fixed. 

The question .. of how much the electrons relax cannot be answered unambiguously, 

however. The hole created.in the core will haye a lifetime of approximately 

-16 22 
10 sec. If the effective distance for generation of unscattered electrons 

extends ·a few hundred Angstroms in from the surface as experimental results on 

Aland Be indicate,
23 

an electron of typical kinetic energy for our experiments 

. -16 
(5 keV) will require up to 10 sec to escape from.the surface. The time 

required to polarize electron clouds with no discrete changes of state is of 

the same order of magnitude. Therefore, even if we neglect the movement of the 

hole (since it would produce a large discrete shift in the .Photoelectron energy), 

electronic ,Polarization will still OCCUJ::' around this hole to some unknown degree. 

·such .POlarizations would alter all three energies in our cycle. The potential 

magnitude of these corrections will be discussed below. ·We now consider each 

of the terms in Eq. (4) in detail. 
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·: .•. ·. B·. ·Free Ion Calculations 

··\(A, i,~Z) can 3e· c~lculated with existing computer programs for. integral . 

·· . . _.: 

Z. As· a first approximation the values of binding energy changes predicted· by 

·such calculations· can be •. compared directly to experimental shifts. A previous 

theoretical analysis' of chemical shifts has been ~one in th~s· fashion. 
24 

In 

this work, Lindgren used a modifiedHartree-Fock-Slater program to obtain bind

.· ing energies .for different i?nic 'states of sulfur in the range -2 to +6. Then, 
. . . . ' 

·by drawing a smooth curv~ through the ~(A, i,Z) points at integral charge values, 

···~ . the experi.rnenta16~(A, i,X~ptire. sulfur.) 'Values could be made to correspond to an 

.. 

·effective non integral charge C. It was found that C·is related to the oxidation 

state (v). of the ·sulfur atom by 

,;;·_· 

,. 
'• ··· .. ., 

. c - 0.08 v 
'; 

(7) 

" ; -~. 

Using this relationship shifts .could be predicted reasonably well (±1.0 eV out 

. of· about 5.0 eV) ·for thels
1

;
2

,, 2si/
2

,,, and 2p
1
j

2 
levels of sulfur in three com-

. . ' . . ' ·. . . . . . 

pounds from ~~ to +6: in .v. However the neglect. of 6(E
1
+E

2
) implicit in such .a.' 

! . . . . 

. treatment makes its quantitative. applicability doubtful. Also, the empirical 

nature of C gives iittle detailed information about chemical bonding in the I. 

. ,.· .. , . 

;solid. We show. below that C is.!!.2].the fractional ionic character of the bond. 
. . ~ . 

..•.. · ... , :-· 
~ ·. . 

.. · . . ~ . ·~; ... 

.... ··~·. ' .' 

. ·. . .. 
. . ' . .. . ; ' ~ 

. Our free-ion c~lculations' were made using a computer progra'll developed. 

•::-.. ·.,.: •r.. · : ·. ·11 ·· ·. · 
. . ; . / ; by Roothaan and .Bagus. ' This. program has been used extensively ln previous .. 

. · ··' '. ,.,·' 25 
· .,, ·,·atomic computations and Clementi has published a thorough tabulation of very · 

· ... · .. ' 

~· 

• 
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accurate wavefunctions calculated with it. These functions run only up to 

z = 36 however, so that both iodine (Z = 53) and europiQ~ (Z = 63) had to be 

done for our work. The computational procedure is described in detail else-

11 where ; we give only its salient features here along with the specifics of 

our calculation. Each atonic orbital is expanded in terms of Slater-type 

functions with variable orbital exponents. Hartree-Fock eq~ations are then 

solved for the set of orbitals until a self-consistent field is obtained. The 

orbital exponents are then varied in a systematic v1ay to minimize total energy. 

No approximation is used for the exchange interaction. One open shell of each 

s~~etry (s, p, d, f) is allowed. No relativistic corrections are made. The 

calculations to date were all made using a basis set with one function for 

each symmetry ls, 2s, etc., the only exception being the 4f shell which requires 

at least 2 basis functions for reasonable representation. Although addition of 

more functions would undoubtedly improve total energies and wavefunctions, the 

binding energies for the inner levels should be accurate enough to give quite 

good estimates of changes from one ionic state to another. In fact, comparison 

of some minimal basis set calculations on fluorine, chlorine, and bromine with 

the accurate values of Clementi showed errors of only about r;;{o in corresponding 

values for snifts in·binding energy upon going from one ionic state to another. 

All calculations were run at least twice, once to get first estimates of Qrbital 

exponents and eigenvectors and again with these estimates as initial guesses to 

insure optimization. Of minor importance is the open shell.coupling, which we 

' ~ 
ah1ays selected to be consistent with Hund 1 s Rules. 

The binding energies reported here are the Hartree-Fock eigenvalues 

and are therefore accurate by Koopman a'· Theorem
26 

provided that electronic 
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' . \ :~ .,.,l ·-·~ ': • 27 
relaxation aoout the positive.hole isnot appreciable. Lindgren has discussed 

this recently and finds ~hang~s of a 'few eV in the .binding energies in'. copper 

when the calculations are made by taking the difference of total energies for 

the atom and ion. We have made calculations of this tjpe for some levels in 

the fluoride and iodide ions.. These are summarized in Table IV. It can be 

seen that core level binding e~ergies a~e lower by about 4% in fluorine and 

only 1% .in iodine when calculated b;y the·more correct difference method. Since 
' ' ' D. 

we are primarily inte~ested ,ini\~(A,i,Z-Z') wh:tch is a difference of two free 

.ion binding.energies and is of the 'order of 10·ev, a 1% correction of both bind-

ing·energies in the same direction introduces only an error of 0.1 eV. Relativ

. istic.corrections wi·ll also cancel toa.very go~d approximation in ~(A,i,Z-Z'), 

not because they are necessarily small for .all c?re levels. but because t'):ley will 

·be nearly the same for "both· .~(A,i,Z) and ~(A, i,Z rl8 
and will 'tend to. cancel 

in the difference. , · 

Calculations were made for various integral charge states of fluorine~ 

chlorine, ?romine; iod;tne, and eur()pium. Fluorine and chlorine. were done for 

' +2 

'· 

'•' 

. ·comparison to the resuli's of ·.Clementi. .. Br was done to complete the halogens·. 
:.~·-. 

,· +1 0 .. -1 
.··. since ·Clementi treats only Br , Br , and Br . In Table' II, we present ·total·. 

,· \ \ ' ~ 

binding energies .calculated for neutral iodine with the 5s
2

5p
5 

outer configura-. 

'' 

tion. ·. ':I'he changes in binding energy as valence p electrons are removed from· 
_ .... 

.,. 
the various halogens ·aresl1owrt ·in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The changes.as an 

; .... '. . f electron is removed from europiu!n are shown in. Fig. 11.· Clementi's values 
<.1, I • 

. '.:: -~; . ' ._-, ,... 

\'are· used for fluorine and. chlorine. Bromine is a combination of the two, our , ..... 

v ' ·. 
i results for b.Eb(Br,i,_2-l) having been multiplied by 0.973, the·factor required 

. ,. ... ~ . .. ·' 

I ' ,., 

. -· ~ . ' .. ;., ._ 

•• 

•• 
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. v ··. 
to rriake· our values agree with Clementi's vq.lues for 6Eb (Br, i, l-0). As abscissa 

we use the locations.of the radial density maxima,. to indicate the relative 

positions of various cor'e levels with respect to the valence shell: Also, for 

qualitative reference we show the shift predicted classically if the valence 

electron were-removed from a spherical shell at the radius of its density max-

imu.rn. 

There are· several things to be noted in. these free-ion calculations. 

The shift in binding energy 'increases with increasing degree of ionization .. 

Also, all of the core levels are shifted by approximately the sa..rne amount (this 

is easily understood classically). The accuracy of this approximation is further 

emphasized for iodine by the values of Table V. For iodine all core levels shift 

by the same amount to within ±1.5%· Therefore, as long as we are concerned only 

with core levels) ~(I)i)Z-Z') need not be calculated for each i, but only using 

average values over the, core. Such averages are presented for iodine in Fig. 10 

using the· iodide ion .as a reference. The points form a smooth curve and graph.:.. 

ical interpolation to non:-integralZ·is straightforward .. The figures also show 

that the valence s binding en~rgies are shifted.less than the valence p.energies 

for all the halogens. This further demonstrates the very uniform trends in 

shifts within this chemical group. The. classical shifts are always l-l/2 to 

2 times larger than the neutral-atom quantum mechanical values, the direction 

of this difference arising from both the lack of attractive exchange in the 

classical model and the· incorrectness of using the radial maximu.rn location as 

an effective radius for· the valence electron. The: core level shifts also 

decrease with increasing atomic nu.rnber within this chemical group. An examina-

tion of Clementi's tables shows that this trend holds true for all groups of 
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the periodic table with ho partia,lly fill~d 'd or f shells. Furthermore, there 

is up to a·four-fold increase in the magnitude-of free-io!l shifts from left to 

right along a row. in the periodic table,. arising from the decrease in. the 

., a_verage radius of the valence shell. Thus, for a given charge transfer in a 

free-ion the ,core shift will increase toward the upper right corner of the 

periodic table. 

The 4f configurations of europium are. known .. to be 4f 7. in EuA12 
9 

and 

6 . 10 :' . . 
. · 4f in Eu

2
o
3

, with some. indefinite amount of 6s or 6p character. We have . 

. calculated. shifts accompanying ~ovaJ,. o.f a 4f electron .. from both Eu O 4f 7 6s
2 

and Eu +
2 

·4f 
7 
6s 

0
. Here again ~ (Eu, i,.6Z=l) increases with increasing ionization, 

but the core levels are not all shifted the same amount. This is reasonable,· 

... '·_,as. the 4f shell, ':unlike the halogen···p shells .. is .notian _outer shell,;~: . and 

therefore'.ther"e are filled. "core" levels which have a good deal of density 

.. outside the 4f shell. This· explanation is support·ed -~. · .. 'by the fact that 

the removal of the two '•outer 6s electrons shifts all the other binding ener-- · 

·· · gies by t~e same arndunt (12 .·17 eV) ·to within: ±1%~ The result indicates a 
. . 

··potentiality in the electr'(;"n spectroscopic technique of determining which 

outer electrons have gone into bonding from the relative changes of core 

. . 

electron binding energies. The classical. approximation is reasonably good 

for the 68 shift: this would be expected since the 6s subshell is very far 

from the core shells, thereby m:i.ni~izing quantum-mechanical .. corrections. 

'. 

'T ,. '• 
•·' 

' :' 

.· ~~. ~. : ., . ~ . ,· ~ 

) 
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c. Madelung. Energy Corrections 

The calculation of E
1 

+ E
2 

for i.onic ~olids is very straightforward. We 

need the electrostatic potential energy of the ion in the lattice and the energy 

associated with electronic relaxation when a positive hole is formed. To a very 

good approximation the potential- energy can be broken into three parts
2

9: point-

charge Coulombic interaction of the ions, repulsion and exchange interaction 

due to electron overlap, and attraction arising. from Van der Waals' forces. The 

latter· two terms act in opposite directions and we shall neglect them. 

The third term remaining in the lattice potential energy is the point-

charge Coulomb energy or Madelung energy, 

Ek(Z) (8) 

Here rAk is the dis:ance between the A ion of interest and some other ion k. The 

su.'!Lrnation on k exten'ds over all oth~r ions in the lattice. Note that ~(Z) is 

proportional to z. ~ Thus ~he· net MadelUng contribution to E
1 

+ E
2 

will be given by 

(9) 

This is the Madelting potential ·of the positive hole formed by the photoelectric 

process. It is 5..;10 eV in m~g!litude for· the alkali. halides. Neglecting electronic 

polarization effects (which we treat below), the binding energy in the solid becomes 

~(A,i,X) ~(A, i,Z) + ~(+1) (10) 
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and the associated chemi6al shift between compounds X and Y is 

. v.. . v . ... . ' . . .. 
,6Eb (A, i, x~Y)::; ,,6.Eb.(A~ i,z-z ') +~(+1) x -· Ek(+l)Y · 

. . .• . 

. (ll) 

.. From Eq. (10) it is apparent that. if Bk(+l) is negative (as· it will be. at any 

site in the lattice which is normally positive) then the elect~on binding energy 

in the solid decreases relative :to the free ion. The inverse occurs at sites 

which are normally negative .. 

If surface' effects are neglected :the· sum in Eq. (8) is just one part·. of 

the multiple su..rnmation for the total Madelung energy of a unit· ce11
30 

2 'Y zizk 
·.~-

e 
Z' z; .. 

(12) 
2 r.k 

.. 

i=l k -~ 

and the prime excludes. self-energy terms. 
Here 'Y is the nu.'!lber of atoms in a unit cell/\ We define theMadelung constant 

-~ in the usual. way such that· 

r. 2 ,. 
Ne A . u L 

.-~ = 
L 

.. i 

. r· 
(13) 

~ . : . 
, 

where L is some reference distance (ofteri the smallest interatomic distance) 

of 
and N is the number of molecules. per unit cell. Comparison:t\Eqs •. (12) and (13) 

'.shows that Ar, is given by 

' .~' : ·~. 

:;:· .· 

'<"···.;. 
ot', ', 

·A·· = 
-L 

z~ 
Z · Z' .....!o!

i j r ij 
·~.·' ·,,. . 

. ···. 
.\. _. 

£ . I~- • • •. '· • ... 

,• .. 

L ·'Y ••• t .... : 

~ 
Z' ·R_(z ·) - ·- --2- . ~- i 

. 2Ne i=l 
(1~) 

\-

• '. ··.... ~ to' ; .~ • ' 

. ~ '' ~-

,_ 
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From this form it is obvious that previously calculated Madelung constants 

cannot be used to predi~t individual EM(z
1

) values unless some relationship 

can be established between the various terms in the sum. )l .. For the case of 

the sodium chloride and cesium chloride lattices for example, symmetry con

siderations require that .EM(cati6n)=~(anio!).). For binary compounds it is also 

-2 
common to refer to the reduced Madelung constan-t? 

(15) 

where Za is the anion charge, Zc the cation charge_ and n is the number of.atoms 

per molecule. . Since Nn = -y, then · 

(16) 'I ., 

~- ; ~ 

applying this relation to the sodium chloride and cesium chloride lattices 

yields fc:ir the two types of lattice sites 

2 

cation: EM(+l) 
ear, 

(17) / ',' = - ~ '~· i .. 

2 
e or, 

anion: EM(+l) + (18) = -L-· '·' 

These :relations :have'; been used .together .with ~=t cycle'.quite . .similar to.:tbat in 

21 .. 
·Fig. 5 to calculate valence electron band positions in the alkali halides. ' 

· ·-: However, in general the sum of Eq. (8) will have to be computed directly. 

. / 

.. 

Because.: th~ unscattered photoelectrons are probably expelled from lattice· 

.. . ·~ . 0 

· . sites located 'Wi thln sev:er::~J.. h:;iina.r"ed A . 
-... · \.' ~-

.q 

O·r t. '11e· · '" : f.· 
. IJ .. "· •. ·.-our- ace, 

·' 
we cannot neglect · . · . 
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. . 
surface effects. , Even' if we. as9um.e that adsorbed or absorbed gas molecules 

are uncharged and·. contrib~t~ .little to the Madelung· energy of. a site near the 

surface, the calculation of the energy would not be simple. ·It would require 

ac~urate knowledge of the mean free path for photoelectrons, and then an 

· evaluation of· the average value of the su.rn· in Eq, (8) betw~en the surface and 

a depth of one mean free path. · Neither requirement can be met at this time, 

so we can make only a rough estimate of the surface correction. Neglecting 

··entirely any adsorbed or absorbed material, sites at the surface will have 

. approximately half .the Made lung potential of sites very far from the surface. 

Therefore; our average must be betwee~ . 0. 5 and l. 0 times the bulk Made lung 

· .. potential. It will be quite close to 1.0 if the mean free path, 1-., is long 

compared to some radial distance rmax above which terms in the su.rn of Eq. (8) 

contribute negligibly to the Madeluhg potential. For simple ionic crystals, 

. the work of Evjen
33 

show's that rmax is roughly 5 times the lattice constant ·or 

0 0 . . 

the order of 20-50 A.. If mean free paths are several hundred A, we can thus 

use Eq. (10) as is. ·However, to show that this correction is potentially impor-

tant, we have also don~ calculations using 0. 75 Ek(+l), the value appropriate 

·if r "';,.. ·We might also note here that this surface correction is the closest 
max 

. . . 

analog to band bending near the surface permitted by our. semi-classical model. 

Of the .. five .compo~ds of primary interest here (KI, · KI03' KI04, EuAl
2

·, 

Eu
2
o
3

) the three iodine compounds readily lend -themselves to calculation of 

the Made lung energy. 'KI has the NaCl structure arid so Eqs •. · .. ·: . (17). and (18) 

'/: can be applied· directly. Also, it can b~ treated as a strictly ionic solid and 

·, •. 

used as a reference compound for chemical shifts of the other· two. On the basis 

.. ·,' .. 

' 
; ••• )_ ..... ~-- '!,-._.- _.t 

. ' . . . . 

.· .. 
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. . 4 
of the Pauling electronegativity difference,3 ·one would predict the charge on 

iodine to be about 0.5 in KI. but M8ssbauer, NMR, and .dynamic quadrupole coupling 

8 
measurements· all indicate a value of 0.96-0.98. Thus the point charges in the 

Madelung energy calculation can be taken as ±l to a very good approximation. We 

might also note here that even ifKI were not completely ionic the change induced 

in binding .. energies (and. thus chemical shifts relative to KI) is less than a few 

tenths of an eV and negligible for our purposes. For example, if the KI lattice· 

is· treated as charges of magnitude 0.75 the net changes in iodine binding ener-

gies i~ only about 0.14 eV. ··This is due to the fact that lowering the negative 

.charge on the iodine increases free-ion binding energies but also make it easier 

to form a positive hole at an iodine-site surrounded by several positive ions. 

The two effects thus tend·to cancel, thereby explaining the small change in 

binding energy. 

The. KI0
3 

lattice is more complicated, but· tractable. The unit cell was 

for some ti~e believed to be. that of cubic perovskite (CaTi0
3

) which contains 

one molecule, but recent studies indicate that it is a larger 8 molecule unit. 35 · 

However, the larger. unit cell does not permit s~mple 'calculation of Ek(+l) and 

als0 represents only a slight dist?rtion o;f i9nic positions from the perovskite 

structure. Therefore, .we select the perovskite structure for Madelung calcula-

tions. In this structure, each iodine is surrounded by 6 oxygens in a regular 

octahedron. A further complication .is that we expect considerable covalent 

}· character of the I-0 bonds. ·The Pauling electronegativity difference predicts 

only 0.25 fractional ionic character, for example. On the other hand, it is 

fairly certain that potas':;;ium exists a.:s K+l in. the lattice. Therefore, we treat 

' . 
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the problem by calculati-ng Madelung energies for 'a lattice,_of K +l I3Z-l(o-z) 
: ' . 3 

· · . treating Z as a parameter. _By taking advantage. of the cubic •. symmetry of the 
• ... ' ."\ ' .-··, 

perovskite lattice, the point-charge potenti~ls at the K, I or 0 sites can be 

.. calculated in terms· of the known Madelung constants of NaCl, CsCl, and C~O 

·~:' 

and the charge Z. 
36 

.. The cal~ulation of reference: (~6).was.redane with our partie-

ular choice of ionic charges; . The results at the potassiu.'Il and. iodine lattice 

,, •' 

sites are. 

. 2 ,_ 
··. +l 
K : ~(-tl) - ea {Z[Aa (NaCl) + 3Aa (CsCl) - Aa (cu

2
0)J - Aa (CsCl)} (19) 

_(20) 

· Here a is the length of the cubic cell edge. At Z = 0, the oxygens do not 

·.. contrib~te to the Madelung potential and th~ energies redlice to those of th~ · 

. Csci structure, as they must from the symmetry of the perovskite structure . 

. ·. . . . 
0 

35 . . . 32 . . .32; 
.. With the known values a = 4.410 A, A (NaCl) = 3.49512, A (CsCl) = 2.03537, , 

. . · a . . a 

Aa (cu
2

6) · = 10.25949,
32 ~(+l) .was calculated .as a function of z. Since ~(I,i,Z) 

. could be interpolat-ed forall values of iodine charge,:·. ~' Eqs. (io) and (ll) 

··>·" . v. ' v . 
. > ~how that Eb (I, i,KI03) and 6Eb (I, i,Kio

3 
-KI) could also be calculated as functions 

of Z. For plotting we choose to use instead of Z the fractional ioni~ character 

f of. the
1 

I-0 bond. _This is defined as f = Z/2 such that when f ·= 1 the iodine 

:_,·charge has the same value as lts formal oxidation state (+5) •.. We discuss below . 

.. ,""::·the factor of two -difference between this. definition and that of Pauling. ·The 
·,:.··;;·; 

.···· 

.. , results of the .calculations for the iodine core levels are sh~wn in Fig. 12 for 

·., .. 
'• .·. 

':, ,.·-· 
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l)oth a full Madelung correction and a three-quarter H<.1delung correction. The 

:points on each curve are the locations at Vlhich the iodine has zero charge. 

The finite curvature of both plots is due to the curvature in Fig. 10, sir.ce 

the !'-1adelung corrections are strictly linear in f. The minimu.r:J. in the fully 

corrected curve arises since the Madelung correction of Eq. (20) steadily 

lowers the binding energy as f increases, Vlhereas the conccmitant increase 

of the charge on the iodine atom tends to ·raise · the binding energy but at a 

different rate. The importance of the amount of Made lung correction used ·is 

also c:rtiJhasized here, since the tVJo different curves are 3 eV apart by f = 0.25. 

This is certainly not negligible VJith respect to chemical shifts. 

For the case of KI04, the actual crystal structure is also too compli

cated to permit easy calculation of ~ 1 (+1). The unit cell is that of scheelite. 

(CaW0
1
,) and contains four molecules . 37 Each iodine is surrounded tetrahedrally .,. 

by four oxygens and the I-0 bonds -will again be considerably covalent. Potassimn 

can again be assu.~ed to exist as K+
1

, and the lattice can there~ore be treated in 

+1 )-1 
first approximation as being composed of K . and (ro4 . point charges. We can 

then consider the .interaction of each iodine -with its four nearest neighbor 

oxygen, and assign charges of 4z -. 1 to iodine and -Z to the oxygens. This two-

<:.tep calet.ilation should give a reasonably good estimate of the actual Madelung 

potential seen by an iodine atom. The first portion of the Madelung energy v1ac 

obtainen from the reduced ~~adelung constant of scheelite. This constant has 

-2 38 
been ca1culated by treating the WO~ ions as point charges. The symmetry of 

this point charge lattice requires.that Fk(anion) =~(cation) so that Eqs. (17) 

a.nci (18) are valid. The reduced Madelung constant is a = 1.61550 -where r = 4.07 A, 
r 
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the shortest anion;;. cation· distan'ce for the K+ (ro4) ~ point charge lattice. The 

nedrest neighbor correction .c~uld be made quite ea~lly since the. r~o distance 
. . . 

is known to be 1.80 .A,, 37 . Th~ chemical shif:t ~(I, i,KI04~KI) was thuscalcu~· 

lated as a function of f and the results appear in Fig. 12. The correction has 

much less effe.ct for Kio4• This is reasonable since the Madelung energy was 

calculated treating only· the iodine nearest· neighbors in detail._ 

Having treated the. iodine core levels in~; KI0
3

, .and KI04, we turn 

+1 
briefly to the potassium. levels. Since potassium was assu.rned to exist as K 

in all .three~· ·any shifts will be due to. Made1ung and possibly. polarization 

.corrections. Madelung corrections 'were calculated for KF, KCl, KBr, KI, KJ;03'. 

and KI0
4

. The potassium halides were treated as K+l X~l lattices. For Kio
3 

a 

rough estimate of Z was obtained by directly comparing the exper irnental and fully 

corrected theoretical shifts in Fig. 12. _This Z value (1.32) was then used in .· 

. . 

Eq. (19). ·For Kro4.' Z was estimated in the same way. ·Then a calculation 

similar to that for iodine was made. The Madelung energy was assu.rned to be the. 

+ . - . . ' . 
· :K. (ro

4
) point charge contribution corrected exactly for the. eight nearest. 

neighbor ro4 groups. The chemical shifts relative to KI are presented in Table 

VI. On: the basis of this approx~mate calculation there are clearly. non-negligi.ble 

.. "• ··shifts .of the ·potassiu.rn levels. The .·· ·. shifts. of potassiu.rn levels are. fUrther 

. '· ·' 
,verified for the ·potassiu.rn halides where our lattice model is much better and the 

,• ·• 
· · shift quite large for KF •. We mention. this to demonstrate that the use .of some 

common constituent in a .group of compounds as a reference level is inherently .· 

' ": · .. . ;>,f 

inaccurate from a theoretical point of view. ·Our experimental results also b~ar 

···out this· sensitivity ·of the potassium levels to chemical environ.rnent. The fact . 

,· 

:.•· 

. ' 

~· 
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that the sodiu.rn ls
1
j

2 
level has been measured in NaCl, NaCl0

2
, NaCl0

3
, and 

NaCl0
4 
an~ found to be the same .within.expe~imental error (±0.4 eV) 7 would 

seem to indicate the shifts are fortui'tcili.sly smali for these compounds. A 

general neglect of them is ·not valid, however. 

· D •. ·Charged-Shell Approximation 

From Figs. 6; 7, 8, 9, and 11, it is apparent that a strictly classical 

model can·be used to give a rough estimate of the core electron binding energy 

shift accompanying a change in the charge state of a free atom or ion. We can 

also use a partially classical model to estimate the shifts that accompany 

. charge transfer within an atomic complex. This model pro'.,r:ides soine insight into 

the origins of the observed shifts and,emphasizes their sensitivity to covalency . 

. Consider an atom A in some solid compound or some mole~ular complex.' It 

will be surrounded by a set of nearest neighbors which are primari'ly responsible 

for. the way in which the valence electrons of A are distorted in the bonding • · 

process. It is thus a fair approximatic::m to consider onl;v the nearest neighbor 

effects in calculating core shifts in A. (From the point of view of our Madelung 

calculation, this amounts· to truncating the Madelung su..TJl at ~::me term.) To do 

this, we can use a sphericaL. shell to approximate the charge in bond~ng orbitals 

with its nearest neighbors •. For simplicity, we might consider the case where A 

has·only B atoms as nearest neighbors. (AB )m 
Then.the complex of interest is . n 

where n is the no. of nearest neighbors and m represents the. net charge of the 

complex. The charge m can thus haye any positive or negative value. (i!lcluding 
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o· for a neutral molecule)!; )f' ali B atoms are. at roughly the same distance from· 

A -we can denote the nearest neighbor separation by rAB. The charge transfer due 

to chemical bonding can be approximated by .a non-integral transfer of' charge -ea' 

(a can be positive or negative) from the unperturbed free-ion valence shell of' A 

to a spherical shell of' radius r centered at the atom A. The charge em -we take 

some-what arbitrarily to. be on the valence shell of' A. This parallels our ·treat,:; · 

ment of' Kio
3 

-where the ionic charges in ro
3 

were taken to.be I3Z-l and o-z. The_ 

model thus obtained is sho-wn .in Fig. 13 for octahedral (~B 6 )m. The radius r 

should be less than, or equal to r AB. · The c-ase r == r AB would· correspond to a 

. very highly ionic bond, __ since charge -would be transferred essentially to the 

location of' the unperturbed free-ion valence shell of' B. A core electron binding 

· energy for A is thus given by ' 

2 
.e a ~-· 

r 
- . (21) 

• I·, 

The secon4 t.erm is a repulsive or attractive pote~tial due. to the charge shell - . 

at r. · It always acts in the opposite direction to the change in.free-ion 

- bo~~-~ng ,energy ~(A, i,a-0) .. ·Such ·potentials are undoubtedly the main reason 

· _ that measured chemical shifts are always much less· than expected from free-ion 

·.;. ~· 

-· cal'culations. That 'is, in free_-ion calculations the electronic charge is 

removed to infinity,. when actually it is only moved by distances of' the order 

of' rAB. 

· Madelung potential calculations could not be easily made for the two. 

· .. europiu.'ll. compounds .investigated; largely because of' the complexity of' their 
·. ~ . . ,. . . 

. ~. . .• 

' -' 

'' ', j•. : I··. o ' 
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crystal structures• EuA1
2 

bas the MgCu
2 

structure with-8 molecules per unit 

· ce11
39 

and Eu
2
o
3

· has the cubic bixbyite (Fe
2
o

3
) structure with 16 molecules 

per cell 'unit.
40 

An additional.difficulty is ·that both compounds have an 

indefinite amount of metallic or covalent character and neither would serve . 

as a clean cut reference compound analogous to KI. ·We can however make a 

rough calculation using.the charged shell approximation in place of the Made

lung correction. That is, we first assume that the electronic shell·n = 6 

changes negligibly in density distribution in going from EuA1
2 

to Eu
2
o

3
• Then 

the chemical shif't will be due to transfer -of one 4f electr.on into some sort 

of chemical bond, and will be given :t>y···:·. .. ·,: 

(22) 

We can approximate ~~(+1) by considering only nearest neighbor interaction as 

discussed. previously. Then a simple extension of the charged shell approxima-
2 . e . 

--. if r is the average radial distance of the bonding 4f 
r . . . . . 

·. tion gives ~~(+1) 

. electrol1 in Eu20y Using this approximation on the 3d
5

/
2 

level showed that a 

9.6 eV chemical shift corresponds to r :: 1.3 A. We discuss this in relation to 

our experimental values in Sec. VI. 

An alternative approach for. discussing ·the europiu.l'Jl data would be to 

assu.l'Jle that in metalli.c EuA1
2 

the Madelung correction is much reduced. so that 

+2 '. 
Eu free ion binding ehergtes are approximately correct. Then the chemical 

. ·.·:~ \. . . v. ' 
· shift between EuA1

2 
and Eu

2
o

3 
is due to the free ion shift 6Eb (Eu, 1,3-2) and 

··,; .· 

the Madelung energy of. Eu
2
o

3
. · Since the former is .approximately 20 eV a Made lung 

; .·. 
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energy of approximateiy 10 ev· is. required t~ give th~ net shift of 10 eV we have

observed. ·As this is t!le approximat~ magnitudeof Madelung ene~gies for most 

crystals, this. explanation also is ·consistent with our data, although rather 

qualitative. 

·: E. Relaxation Corrections 

The maximu.ttl value of 'the rela~tion energy can be calculated ?Y assu.tt1ing · 
. ' . . . . . . : ' 

that eiectronic polarization about the positive:. hole has proceeded to equilibriu.ttl. 

···In ord~r for this full correction tb apply, equ.ilibriu.'ll must be reached in a time 

short compared to both the electron .escape time and the hole lifetime. To calcu-

c 

··late this correction we· note tbat the net relaxation energy will be the energy 

associated with the polarizat~on by the positive' hole of the electl;'on clouds on 

every other ion in the lattice. Relaxation within the ion of interest was con-

sidered above in the discussion of Koopmans:' Theorem .. We may approximate the 

final state as a spherical shell of unit charge in a continuous dielectric 

mediu.ttl. 
21

. The radius RA of the spherical shell will be quite close to the ·~·· " . 

ionic radius of AZ. Since :we are neglecting nuc'lear relaxation, it is the -. _ ... ; :. -· 

dielectric .constant~at optical frequencies· (10
15 

cps) much larger than lattice 

vibration frequencies (10
13 

cps) that is appropriate. The polarization energy 

is 

.-.' 
\' 

··'·· 

,· ,.· 

E 
p 

•, . .,:, 

(23) 

... \., 

·._' ,' 

'· 
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with negative sign so.as to lower ~(A,i,X) relative to ~(A,i,Z). A more 

rigorous method of calculating E is also given in Ref. 21. ·Now E can be 
p 

added to Eqs. (10) and .(11) to give binding energies and chemical shifts that 

are maximally corrected for polarization 

v 
E);(A,i,X) = 

v 
E);(A,i,.Z) + Ek(+l) + Ep . (24) 

To· get an· idea of the magn.itude of polarization corrections, calcula-

tions of Ep were made on all the alkali iodides, Kio
3 

a~d Kio4. For RA a value 

' 

·Of 0.9.times the iodine-nearest neighbor distance was used. This value is sug-

gested by the more rigorous method of calculating E mentioned above. The 
p 

values used in the calculation and the results are presented in Table VII. 

The corrections due to polariz~tion for these compounds are relatively small, 

being less than l. 0 eV except for KI04. Since it is probable that only some 

fraction of these values is applicable, we will neglect polarization for these 

compounds. In general, however, the magnitude of such corrections should be 

checked whenever possible, as they could easily be comparable to a small chemical. 

·.shift. 

·• We should also note at .this point that if one is interested in a chem-

· ical shift between two atoms of the same. type which occupy chemically different 

I. 

,, sites in the ·same molecule or solid, the corrections due to shifting reference 

level and electronic polarization can be neglected to a very good approximation. 

•,, , .. -

...... 
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. Surface ··effects;·a.re also'- ~uch)~Sier to treat in this case, if they need to be· 
r · , ~- "', .• i~ ·.~· .. : · .'· , · 

' ~ . 

··.%-

. condder~d at all.·. Such cases r~present the most clear-cut applications of · 
-..·:. 

the technique. · .•. 
. ~. . 

. ·,_. 

.·.· 
... ·', ... 

. -~~ ... ' 

. ~:.. ·~ 
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VI . DISCUSSION 
.· ... 

'.' •• f 

., : 'A·~·: Halogens· . 

In.Fig. 71 ~~-· c~mpa:r;e. exp~r~me?tal W.lues ·for. ~(cl;i,NaCl0 4 -NaCl) from 

the wo;rk of·Fahlman, Carlsson) and Sieg~a~ 7 ~iththeoretical free-ion values 

at various ionic charges~ For the two levels considered (ls
1

;
2 

and 2s
1

;
2

) 

the shifts are very nearly the same {9.6 eV:and 9.5 eV, respectively) in 

agreement 'with the trend predicted by the free-:ion calculations. Since the 

' ;~-;, ·"·· c~rrections embodied in .6.(E
1
+E

2
) and .6.(¢c) are the same for all levels, it is 

··.::::. 
to.be expected that relative shifts of different levels could.be determined 

. _>:f;om free-ion calc~lations. 
•'.·'· 

If'the actual ionic charge is roughly linea~ in 

. . ' 

•· '.. ·: · _:v, this explains why Eq; (7) can be used with reasonable success to predict 

. . ' . 

1,·., 

··shifts. For. chlorine, the proportionality constant in Eq. (7) was cal~ulated :· . 

. . . ' '' .. ·· ! ' ' .·· 24 
·; ·· as· about. 0-~12, ·a .. little l~ger· tl:Jan that obtained by Lindgren ·. for sulfur. . ' 

·.;; 

. f 
_.; ·. · ·' ·,In Fig. 9,, mrr experimental values, for 6Eb (I, i,Kio

4 
-KI) are compared. to · · 

. ·. -. .. :.~ ' . ' .. ; :-..~· "1~ . 

free-ion values. ·., ·. ' ,:·: . 
' ·. · ... ~·.· ··.:1· ... 

To within experimental error, all the. core level shifts are 

·the same, again Jn agreement with free-ion predictions. For iodine, the pro- . 
-.: .· .. . . 

. :, portiomility ~onstant · i~ -E<i. ('J) is about 0.07. 

In Table II;, we have compared our calculated free-ion binding energies 

1:0 
with those measured in KI. While it is obvious from Eqs. (10) 

·· ..... 

.,., . / ·. ~~-· 

.. ; . .:. ·. 
"" '"'' .. 

. ;···. 

. . 
·' ' 
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or (24)that this comparison is not rigorous, the net correction to the I 0 values. 

is only aoout 1· eV, -which is close· enough for present purposes. Since no spin-

or"bit coupling -was included in the calculation, we have appropriately averaged 

P.+l/2 and P.-1/2 ~xperimental values for approximate comparison.
41 

The agree-

· ment is good, especially in view of our use of a: rilitrimal oasis set. The large 

discrepancies for the 2s, 2p, and 3s levels can prooaoly be explained almost 

entirely by relativistic effects,since the r~lativistic corrections computed by 

. 42 
Herman and Skillman in this region of atomic number are approximately 360 eV, 

150 eV, and So eV respectively, and in the' proper direction. 

In Fig. 12 the experimental shifts for KI0
3 

and KI0
4 

are compared to 

the values we have calculated as' a function of f. The values of f and iodine 

charge; which correE)pond to the observed shifts are summarized in Table VIII. 

The results are compared to· tho'se obtained via M8ssoauer measurements on the 

8 
same compounds. The agreement is satisfactory in the sense that Madelung 

corrections in the plausible range. can bring our derived values of f and z 

into .good · .. · . agreement with the M8ssbauer results. The sensitivity of 

both f and z to the magnitude of this correction indicates, however, that in 

partially ionic solids like Kio
3 

and KI0
4 

more sophisticated data treatment 

-will be necessary before these parameters can be derived -with high accuracy. 

One possibility would be to consider the shifts of more than one atom common to 
' 

several' compounds, as for example, K and I in KI, KIOy and KI04 . The f value 

would thus be selected so as 'to best fit t-wo experimental shift values for each 

compound. Such a calculation -was made for these compounds, but the f values 

obtained were negligibly different from those of the one atom fit. This is due 
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to the much greS:ter. ~-ensitivity-of 'iodine bindingeri.ergies to changes in f.·as 

• 1.'.'·,· 

. '·. ,,''' 
.' :··.·:. . :\ ,.· . . .· . . . .. 

compared to potassitim. .. For. sets~·.of compounds where two. constituents both show 
.,,. ' . . .· 

/ .· 

. ~: 

. . . ~ . 

. comparable sensitivity however·, . such calculations. should permit more accurate f . 

. or charge estimates. 

'· _ .. - It should also be .rioted .that our calculations have all been based on 

. : . . . . . 

. removal of only p eiectr'ons from the :valence . shel~s of .a halogen atom. For any 
-. f/' 

type of hybriQ.iz~d. "bonding,, this of. course is riot true. · We· have made free-ion 

calculations which show approximately a lCP/o differ-~nce in the core electron 

binding energy. shifts of i~dine between 5s·removal and 5p remova~, so hybridiza-

·tio.n: among these levels could introduce a small .error in our results. Our approx

imation' of only p removal< i~ quite good forKI0
3 

but for Kio
4 

the tetrahedral 

bonding is believed to b.e sp
3 so l/4 C>~ the charge is removed from the. 5s shell: 

8 

This fraction would introduce only about a 0 .. 2 eV error in our chemical shift 

,. !-· 

., .· 

.. , ·calculations and so is. not 
1 
significant for ·the present . Such differenc~s:sho'uld 

. : ·.··,'. 

'be .kept in mind' however' and suggest the possibiiity of determining 'Which .valence .... ·· . '• .. -. -~ 

·., ·~ ~·.: 
·electrons have gone iJ:'!-to a bond by the magnitude of a chemical shift. For ·example, 

. in europiu.rri a· free-ion shift for 6s removal is approximately 6 eV a~d this is 14 eV 

smaller than that for 4:f' re~oval. This would give rise to very large differences 

'•: .-· ·. 

. . . . . 

'in a calcuiated chemical shift depending on which type of bonding was: assumed. 

For example, the shift ?f 9.6 eV.between EuAl
2 

and Eu
2
o
3 

could riot be explained 

>:. at all by a trans.fer of ohe 6s electron into bonding positions and further vali

. dates the. 4f 7 and. 4f
6 co~:f'i~uration assignments of these compounds~ 

<· :··-... ' . 
·' 

, .. 

. The iodine shift. r'esults for the potassium salt of p-iodobenzoic acid 
' . ~ . 

i ~ ~ .' • -~ ,··: 

, . are presented primarily to indicate that iodine shifts can be measured in organic 
; ·, 

r· 
• .. 

. ~ . ' . : ' ' . 

.... 
·' .· 

., ·' 
... 
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.compounds with a high degree of covalent bonding. This has also been previously 

. . . . 4 . . 
"' demonstrated for organic compounds containing sulfur. With·further refinements 

~· 

• i_ •, 

such measurements might. establish ·ihe chemical state of some constituent in an 

organic molecule. For example, ·our measurements ·show that the oxidation state 

of iodine is in the range -1 to +l.in this compound. Further applications of 

this type are discussed in Sec.·vrc. 

The experimental potassium shifts are in reasonable agreement with the 

theoretical predictions of Table VI. The direction and approximate magnitude 

is correct for KI0
3 

,where our Madelung treatment is relatively accurate. The 

direction is wrong for rao4, but this is not surprising since the shift is 

small and our theoret~cal treatment .is very approximate for this case. This 

lack of agreement for rao
4 

demonstrates the importance of an accurate Madelung 

calculation. 

B., Europium. 

l:n Fig. 11:, we compare e~_perimental shifts of the 3d
3
;

2
, 3d

5
; 2, and 

4p
3

;
2 

levels to the free..:ionvalues. Due to difficulties in resolving the 
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A·, • 

photoel~ctrori ;·~~~·~ 'ir;~ oth~~ l~..;eis·, :~/do not ~~~~; sufficient data to determine 
. ' • •.. ' • • . . ·~ ~-,. •. ' .. ; ' • :. ;: ' • • • • • • <' •• '"": ' .. ·, • • ...... • •• 

. ·' 

whether. or not therelative shifts of differ~nt_.lev~lsare.as:predicted by the 
,, ' ' ,: • '• ·'. • • ~' o ' ".• • • ,· •• .._I • ' . . •' < 

·:· .. ·. free-ion val~~s .':·,If the~ :.~~e}(th~ proporti;nality con~tant in Eq. (7) i.s about 

~- ~ .. ·. ' 

.. ; ... '',:,;. ..... 0.46, a much larger ~lu~ than·:found for sulfur, chlorine, or iodine. This is 

'"L,';' 

·· .. •. 

as -·:· '.• · · .· · · 
·. to be expected one -4f. electron is transferred in going from +2 to +3 europiU!'n, 

./\. . . . . . . - . 
.. . 

,whereas .the: corresponding trans-fer for a unit change in the oxidation ·state of 
y', 

the other atoms 'is probabJy much smaller.:_ For iodine, for example, Table VIII 
,._ .. 

. ' . ·.- .. 

indicates less than 0.5 'electrons become involved· in bonding per unit ·c'ha.nge in 

';.· 

.oxi.da tion number.< :: 
' . .· ~ . _.·,. ; . 

. ·The radlus ,obtained in· our approximate charged.:.shell treatment: of these" 

compounds is .. c~nsistent with-~· simplepicture of ch~mical bonding. In 
.. ' 

·' <,: ·_ ' ' .' . order to obtain the proper chemical. shift o~e 4f. electron had to be transferred·' 
. '.· 

" 

... _, 
. into a spheric~l shell at approxi!llately a 1.3 A radius ... _ Since this spherical 

, ... ;, ., 

.. 
.-.· .. ._· -".:.·' 

~_. .· , ..... shell must somehow approximate the. b<ilnding ·orbitals in· Eu
2
o3' we would expect 

it to be somewhere in between ·a central europium atom and the atoms around it . 
. ·.~ :~ .. ~:; ·' 

·:., 
·.. . .• . : .• . j .,_ . . 0 

'.f\s.the_Eu-0 distance in E~O) is 2.3 A,this is indeed·the case. While this 

charged:..shell ~odel' is. agro~-Fl simplification of the actual situation;~- .it never~· 

'e theless gives semi:-quantitative answers and some insight into the physics of a 
·, 

,, 
.:' .' 

·:,. ;• 

-· . 

shift of cor~ electron binding energies; 
:... . '. . -~ 
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c. ·Further Applications of the Photo-electron Spectroscopic Technique 

· The curves of Fig. 12 for Kro
3 

and KI04 indicate a high sensi ti vi ty of 

the core ... electron chemicalshift to the fractional ionic character of the I-0 
.. . v 

bonds in these compounds; This sensitivity suggests that .6Eb might s~rve as a 

useful operational definition of ionic character. To evaluate this possibility 

it is helpful to review the tn>es of measurements on :Which the concept of ionic 

character is based, comparing the quantities which are measured in each case. 

Basic to any discu9sion of chemical bonding is the question of electronic 

charge transfer among the various atoms. Such transfer must of course be qualified 

by noting that electrons in solids do not "belong" to any particular atom and that 

·. charge transfer due to bonding is si!nply an alteration of electronic probability 

distributions. Thus some approximation is necessary even in the discussion of 

,. 
highly ionic solids where the partitioning of the probability distribution of 

electrons among various atoms is certainly /not obvious, nor even unique. There-

fore, one should not be at all dogmatic about conclusions involving small changes 

("'0.01) in the fractional ionic character f, but on the other hand large changes 

("'0.1) in the value off can give very.concrete information about the bonding in 

different compounds. Several models have been used to .deduce f.from experimental 

data. 

Two well-known methods for assessing ionic character are based on elec-:-

. 34 ~ 
· tric dipole moments and quadrupole coupling constants. . The first method ,is 

• sensitive to all electrons, bu~ is subject to uncertainties in polarization 

corrections if one uses it to extract ionic character. It also is. limited in 

application, since many symmetrical' compl~xes do not have. non-zero electric dipole 
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moments.,. The quadrupole method is free of this latter objection (for example, 

Cl in liquid SnC14), b'ut is totally insensitive to .the distribution of s elec

trons. Also, the atom to .be investigated must possess an isotope with nuclear 

spin 2: 1. Though not v~ry generally applicable, both of these methods give U(>e- · 

. ful semiquantitative information. The discrepancy of about 3ofo between the two 

• .. ·. electronegativity-:-ionic character relations that the two methods give. for diatomic 

halides
44 

is about the agreement onemight expect. 

More recently; isomer shifts derived from M8ssbauer spectra have provided 

• .· .. · 4 
a technique for the measurement of ionic. character in inorganic compounds. 5 The 

·isomer shift 8E is directly 'proportional to the difference of the electron densi-

· ties at the same nucleus in two different compounds, that is, 
2 

8E a: bfJ ( 0) . · Because 

of shielding and relati vist:Lc,: effects however, ts1/J
2 

( 0) depends not only on the number. 

of s electrons in the valence shell but also on the population of all other elec-

trons in the valence shell. To a first approximation the isomer shift for an 

atom with sand p electrons in the valence shell canthus be written as 

-
8E = A(6n) + B(.6n-) 

s . p 
.. {26) 

.,, 

.I 

where .6n (.6n ) is the .difference in number of. s(p) electrons in the valence shells 
, . s p 

of the two. compounds. For a given isotope A and B may be determined empirically 

by measurements on certain calibrationr:compounds. :wit.h enough additional informa-
' . ' . . . . ' 

, " · tion (usually involving a bonding model) it is then possible to determine ns and 

> / n fo:r a given compound ·from measured 8E values. This method is most sensitive 
·P 

to s electron transfer. It is also not widely applicable, since an isotope must 

·. 1 

.. 
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be found which possesses a· M8ssbauer transition. However, for cases in which 

M8ssbauer r~sults can be compared to those of the .·two previously mentioned tech-

niques, the agreement is~satisfactory. 

. ' 

The photoelectron spectroscopic technique.used in this investigation 

:yields the binding energies of core electrons and therefore is directly relat-

able to the Coulomb and exchange interactions within the parent atom in the 

lattice •. In our theoretical treatment, we chose to divide this potential into 

two parts: the detailed quantum mechanical inte!laction of all particles in the 

parent atom and the.classical interaction of all other atoms in the lattice • 

. The electronic density. on all other atoms was split up according to a· self-

consistent scheme. The.charges Zi at the various sites will generally not be 

integral, but electronegativity considerations combined with the condition of 
. . . . 

electron~utrality should often permit the establishment of relationships between 
.~ ' 

the various Zi (as, for example in our treatment of Kio
3
). In addition, if 

.. chemical shifts were measured for more. than one atomic species common to a set 

of compounds as we have discussed earlier the unique determination of .~ionic 

charges might be possible. That is, the comparison of experimental shifts for 

. · .. ·'. these atomic species with theoretical curv~s such as Fig. 12 for each_ species 

(derived either from the. cycle of Fig. 5. or mor.e accurate MO or solid-state cal-

' ' . : \ . 

culations) might permit a unique 'assignment· of charges. This would eliminate 

·" · ·.the necessity of assuming potassium to be K+l for example and extend the appli

, cabili ty or' the technique to compounds with little ionic character. 

~.::~: .. -

' :.·_ 

.. ···. 

While it'is not our intention to make a detailed comparison of this method 

with:~the.three mentioned ~bove,.·it should be clear that .6E~ (or to a first approxi-

. ' f ' 
mation &:b) measUrements are more generally applicable and at the same time less 
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model-<]:ependent than the ~tb.ers·.·. On~ may obta.1n from~- studies a. direct e 

evaluation of the charge on. each atom with;,a minimum of assumptions concerning the 
.· ,,""• 

bonding orbitals. These~ charges may ~mbsequently be interpreted'in terms of 
. . . . . ' . 

fractional iolJ.ic ·. charS:cter or any bond.ing. model~ -~· ·-.. < · .. 
;.- Th~ applicatio~ of the photoelectron spectroscopic. technique to ptruc

.. - tural problems of molecular biqlogy or biochemis.try. is. potentially of great 

· utility~ In these proble~s one is. often inter.ested in large molecules with 

·considerable coya.~ent bonding; but also relatively few acti-ve sites of dif-

·. ferent chemical character. For 'such cases· intramolecular interactions would 

.,·_,·,be -of. prime ·importance, a~d perhaps only those duet6 the 'nearest neighbors of. 

. .. 
: a given active would need to -be considered. · The Ma~elung formalism would not 

·be appropriate for such problems, and a molecular-orbital approach would be the ·· 

' .. ·: . most accurate techriique > · To a first approximation, OUr charged-shell approxima-· 
... 

tion might also give useful results. :tnaddition, it seems fairly certain that ' · 

.themean f~ee path fa~ 'd±screte energy losses would be. very long, so that. surface 

. ~. ·<.::.:>>effects~ wou:)..d: be minim-iz·ed··. ·· for· ex~mple,. the mean·· free path -in polystyrene _ .. is 
·, 

·· ... 

'·-{', . 

., . 

l,:,·:·· 

. ,., . 

... :::approximately 10,000 A, for the only cliscre,te loss which would interfere with •i· · 

.···•. photo~lectron · s:Pectra cons-l.der~bl~. 23 
·._These facts· cou;Ld much· simplify theoretical\ 

., ., . 

. calculations for certai.n cases and permi_t assignment of charges to different atoms~-- ·,, 

_ .. We discuss below :_~eve~·~i' 1 ~~~ples where photOelectron spectroscopy seems particu-
.~,' • ,. • ~wo ~r.•; ' . ·,··. 

larly suited. 
·' 

Metal ions are ubiquitous constituents_ of biological systems serving a 
I '. . .... 

. . 
.... ,". 

variety of functions. AlkaJ,.ine earth ions including magnesium and (ca1citun:c ''••I 

···.!" ..• -.... 
. . 

activate some enzymes and magnesium is an essential constituent of chlorophyll. 

·I 
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The transition-metal ions, zinc, copper, vanaO.ium,·· iron, manganese, and molybdenum 

participate in a number. of biochemical processes including enzymic reactions, elec-

tron transport ·reactions, and oxygen transport react ions" In many instances these 

ions either exhibit no spectroscopic evidence for their presence or lose _such 

spectroscopic features in one .of their usual oxidation states. The photoelectron 

spectroscopic method -would provide direct positive evidence for the presence of 

ions in their_ various oxidation states and offers an additional method for the 

study of the coordination chemistry of metal ions. 

The structural integ:r:ity of many proteins is-dependent on their sulfur 

content, especially the disulfide linkages• Non-degradative methods for the 

analysis of sulfur are not readily available; there are no optical transitions 

- I . , .· '. 

specifically attributable to sulfur and the only __ sulfur isotopes amenable to 

. -
·.study by nuclear magnetic· resonance occurs in low natural abundance with a small 

.-
nuclear gyromagnetic ratio and a spin and quadrupole moment such as to largely 

.preclude high resolution~~ spectra. The photoelectron spectroscopic method has 

already demonstratecil. its usefulness in the study of sulfur chemistry 
4 

and, ·)n 

particular, is capable·of'distinguishing sulfur in.a disulfide linkage.
46 

It. 

should thus _.be·;poss!i:ble to determine the number of· disulfide bonds in an intact 

protein, the ratio of disulfide to sulfid~and to verify if the same number of 

such bonds were present after reconstitution experiments. 

Many investigators are currently focusing attention on a class of non 

. . 47 
· __ .heme iron proteins.,. called Ferredoxins, which. act as electron :transport 

. · .. proteins in both 'photosynthesis and bacterial metabolism. The corrm10n character

. is tic of these proteins . is their content of from two ·to seven iron atoms together 
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with a number of··sulf~: at;ms. 

,. 

.The electron· speet~a 'of these proteins will 

provide additional evidence.foLthe presence .or absence of chemical equivalence 

'of the iron atoms both before and after reduction. There is slight evidence 

from M8ssbauer spectroscopy 'for non-equivalence of the iron atoms • The study 

of the.sulfur spectra: of thes~ proteins should prove especially rewarding as 

'}, 

there is virtually no direct information on the nature of the sulfur-iron 

interaction . 
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We have studied the problems associated with·the extraction of informa ... 

.• tion about chemi~al bonding from core electron binding energy 
1

Shifts measured by 

. . ~ : ' 

_: ·· .. · : 

the photoelectron spectroscopic technique.· Our major conclusions are su.rnma.rized 

below: 

l. . Binding energy shifts may not be compared directly to theoretical 

calculations on free-ions to extract useful information about bonding .. This 

is explicitlydemonstrated in the energy cycle 1-Je have used for the approximate 

calculation of,.'bindirig. energies in crystalline solids. The major correction to 

be considered for this case is the Madelung energy. Other corrections of poten

tial importance are those due to surface effects, the reference level for bind-

·. ing energies, and electronic relaxation, but these are minimized for shifts 

measured within one molecule or solid. 

2. For ionic solids the Madelung energy can be several electron volts 

and must always be considered. The magnitude of this correction is somewhat 

uncertain due to the proximity of the photoelectron-producing sites to the 

surface. 

3 .. The reference level for binding .energies is somewhat in doubt for 

dielectrics·, Local charging-up of the sample, for example, can shift this 

reference level. In addition, the experimental reference level (the Fermi level) 

is not easily obtained theoretically. The use of some electronic level in a 

. simple ion comrnon to a].l compounds such as K+l or Na+l as a reference level is 

·not Va.lidand':can lead ;to errors up to several eV. This is an obvious consequence 
I 

of the Madelwig energy variation. and is also verified experimentally . 
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: 4. A reliable bor~ection for electronic relaxation is elusive, but 
.'(: 

approximate calculations yield upper limits of approximately J: eV for the 
.... 

iodine compounds of interest here. 

5. The .charged ihell model .for simple _atomic complexes can be used 

to give semi-quantitative estimat.es of chemical shifts. Italso illustrates 

·the relation between shift magnitude and bond polarit:y in such comple_xes. 

6., Free-ion Hartree:-Fock calculations· indicate several trends of 

importance for shift measurements in solids.·. The.· electron binding energy 

shifts accompanying the removal of an outer valence electron vary little 

throughbut .the core; ,this· is true to much less degree for the removal of an 

inner valen.ce f e;Lectron .. · .. These shifts show a decrease in magnitude with 
. . 

increasing atomic number for a given chemical group (for exa'llple~ from 20 eV 

in fluorine to 10 eV in iodine). Variation across the periodic table is also 

found, there being an increase from left to right. The shifts are relatively 

····.: .. 
ins ens i ti ve to the orbital quantum nu.l'Jlber of the electron removed, but quite 

·• ~ ·,' . ; '. 

.. '··. •,• sensitive to its principal.quantum npmber, as illustratedby the 4f and 6s elec-· 

· trans of europiu.l'Jl. Relativistic and Koopmans·': Theorem corrections should be 

. ' .' . ·, ~ 
·_-relatively unimportant for chemicfi:l shift. determinations . 

. --· ... 
' ' . '~ ... 

f.· ' 7. The .. experimentally measured shift for iodine is approximately 0.8 

eV per unit change in formal oxidation nu.l'Jlber, the· corresponding shift for 

· ,: europium between+2 and .+3 states is 9.6 eV. The 12-fold difference can be 

. ~ •. 

qualitatively explained.in'terms of our theoretical modeis. Within experi..:. 

. ' ~· , 

·.~ mental accuracy, all the core levelS o:f iodine are shifted by the same amount ·-·'.'.: 

and this also is consistent with theory . 

. ·.····· 
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8. The predic'tion of atomic charge as we have done for KI, KI03' and 

· KI0
4 

needs some refinement before it can give detailed information about bonding .. 

In particular, by measuring all core atomic levels in each of several compounds 

a much more accurate charge assigQ~ent could be made. The agree-

ment between our charge values and thOse derived from Ml::\ssbauer work is 

encouraging. 

9. Careful study will be necessary before significance can be attached 

to shifts of. l eV or less measured between two different compounds. However, 

shifts of similar magnitude within the same molecule or solid have been reliably 

detected and are far easier to relate to bonding phenomena alone. Biologyand 

biochemistry present some interesting problems of this latter variety. 
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Table I. <Experimental binding en~rgy shifts· ~eiative to KI for various iodine 
core levels . in the potassium salt of p-iod.obenzoic acid· (KIBA), potassium iodate, 
and potassiu.rn periodate• ·.The number of individual binding energy measurements 
for. each level in a compound is also·given. 

Level (i)(Radiation) Compourtd(X) Nu.rnber of Measurements 
f .. ,., ' '" '' fillb (I, 1. ~X- Kl) , (e:V) 

KI 4 0 

KIBA 1 .,.0.3 

KI0
3 

4 5·5 

KI04 3 5.8 

KI 2 0 
,, 

'' 

• KIO 
3 

2 5·7 

. KI04 
2 5·5 

KI 4 o'. 

KIBA 2 0.8 

'· KIO 
3 

5 5·5 

K.IO. 4 6.4 
4 

. KI 2 ·o 

KIBA 2 -0.9 
! ' .. KI0

3 
1 2.4 

" 

6.1 .. KI04 2 ~ ... 

· KI 2 0 

KIBA 3 0.2 

KIO ,· 3 3 4.6 

KIO ·. 
4 

.. 4 6.1 



. · ... -~ ., ·., 

,·. 

· .... 

-~ . 

...... 
. · 

__ ,;i,.. 

. ..... 1 

.. ·_,_··-·. 

~ ''. 

.,. 

'· . I ' ~ 

.· •. : 

,··,· 

Taole I.· 
.... -. 

Level (i) (Radiation) ·< Compound(X) 

.4Pj; 2 (~Kcx 1 ) 
... 

·;.,.. ·(• -:•;. 

· ...... · 

" .... · . 

_,.-· 

~ . ' 

....... 
: -~ 

·-.: .. 

'_; 

~· .. ; 

... 

~ '.· 

KI.· 

KIBA 

u ' ~- •. ~ 

'· f 

':r··· 

.... 

KI ,...,: 

KIO-' 
' 3 

:.Kio4·. 

KI 
-.. · .·.: 

KIBA 

'KIO 
. j. 

: KI04 

·• ... : 

..... 

·- .. ~ . 

. .-_._ 

~ .. ' 

!,'' 

· ... ( 
,;· 

Number of MeasUrements 

·' 

•. 

.·._, 

;,,.· ,.. 

.•. 

.:·• '' 

,. , . 

2 

1 

2 

4 

1 

2 

2 

>" 

'. 

UCRL-17005 

~ (I,i,X-KI). (eV) 

0 

-0.1 

6.5 

0. 

5.7· 

0 

5.1 

5·9 

. ! 

·,, 

' •' 
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Table II. ·'Experimental iodin€ "binding energies in potassiu.rn iodide (Fermi 
reference level) and theoretical binding energies for the free iodine atom 
(vacuum reference level). All experimental values are from this work except 
those with an asterisk; these come from ref.l. 

Level (i) 

2sl/2 

2Pl/2 

2P3/2 

3sl/2 

3Pl/2 

3P3/2 

; 3d5/2. 

. -3d5/2 

4sl/2 

4Pl/2-3/2 -

4d3/2-5/2-

5sl/2 

5Pl/2-;/2 

... 

.~ '. 

, I:-> 

. , 

Experimental 
Binding 
Energies 

~(I, i ,KI) ( eV) 

5191.6 

-"~~;~.21 
)-4959.4 

· 456i.oJ 

1072* 

937 .o ·} -·-
- . . 899·5 
. 880.7. :· .. 

-- 635·5 } . 
626.2 

623.5 . . 

·, •J. 

190.5 

123*' 

54.4 

:· . 

.li.; 

' ; '· 

Theoretical 
Binding 
Energies 

~(I,i,O) (ey) 

4861.1 

4607.5 

998.8 

890.7 

640.5 

184.4 

142.4 

56.9 

18.8· 

8.6 
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Experime~~~:i!biri<liri.g energy shifts:relEt:tive.toEuA1
2 

europium core lev-els inE~03 .. <The nu1nber of individual binding 
ments for each level in a compound is also given. 

Table III. 

·"t. 

UCEL-17005 

for va·rious 
energy measure-

Level (i) . 
(Radiation) 

Compound Number of 
Measurements 

-~ (Eu; i,Eu
2
o
3

-EuA1
2

) 

->:.•,· .... ; . ~·. -. 

,... ' ~ 

.. -~ '' 

·-·.··.··; 
'"".'·-< 

... 

· .. . '! "t 

··! .. 

, .. ~ ·~' .. 

·"' "[ . 

,:·· 
.... -.· 

·.·:>·. 
:"';'· 

... ·~ 

._-
~· . 

,~ .... · 
...... :.·•·;· 

'.·· 

,-. 

··;.· 

·-:·f, 

·.· ... , 
·;~_~·. ~ .. . 

.... '' ~; 

..-. :~· . >·::' . 
.... . . .... 

· ..... . 
...... 

~\ 

·~ .. 
· ... 

.. ·~ ~ .. 

EuAl · 
. 2 

Eu203 
. . 
EuAl_·. 
.. ;·•; 2 

:E~O) 

E~J:~·-' 

,. 

,, 
a,: 

... ' 

,_; 

..• · 

' "~ . . ,,· 

.· ··.:· i ~· '.· 

,_. 

· ... 
. ,. 

11 

/. 

' ... 
) . 

·' 

1 

4 

4 

1 

. ... 
.. '1 

-, 

...... 
.•)" 

.. ·-

. .-.: 

. ! ~ . 

. ' 

_·_."' 

. '·· 

_, 

(ev) -

0 

10.2 

0 

.·.";. 

~~. 
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. Table IV. Calculated binding energies for. the fluoride and iodide ions, showing 
both the Koopmanr!J; theorem energy eigenvalues and more correct results obtained 
by taking differences of total energies. The ratio of Koopman's theorem binding 
energies to correct binding energies is also given. 

~ 

Level ::(i) ·.~(Koop). ' ~(Diff) ~(Koop) 

(ev) (eV) 
~(Diff) 

-1 2 6 
F 2s 2p 

ls 699·1 675.2. 1.035 

28 22.7 19.9 1.141 

:c-15 25 .6 s .P : 

2s 4852.3 4816.5 1.008 

2p 4598.7 4560.1 1.008 

3s 990.0 ,. 974.1 1.016 

3p 881.9 865.4 1.019 

3d 631.7 .. 613.7 1.029 

4s 175·5 169.3 1.037 

4p 133·6 127.6 1.047 . 

4d 48.1 .42.3 1.135 

5s 10.7'. 9·9 1.082 
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' Table v. Calculated/binding energy shifts~between various. free ion states 
· of iodine . · • 

Level 
fd..) 

~(I,i,O-[ -1]) ~(I,i,l-0). 
. ( eV) ·. . ·. : · ( eV) 

~(:[_, i, 2-1). ~(I, i,3-2):~(I, i, ~j3) 
· . (eV) (eV) · (eV) · 

~" ;: ·. 

. :· ·. -~ ~ 

. t~~ 

_,_ .. 

·_, ;·· 

., 

··.'·,··. 

.-;,._ -. 

f'; 

. . . . . . ~ ' . . 

2s 

2p 

~· 3s . 

3P 

·,3d. 

--~- 4s. 

·. '. 4p 

' 4d 

5s 

:r_r 

j_ 

.• ~ . l < • •• 

• '• t. :., l;,_.· -~ I i'"·, • 

- •.' . : 
:' -. 

: ~ •', '• I;.,, • . 

. :~' ' .:. 

-, ~- •••.• ;- _:_. <; .• ' • • ' 

. :: . ~-;· '. --,/' ;._ --~,;,_··: , . · . .-.'\.··:.:' 
.} ' ' .. ', 

f •. -·_.·' -~- : 

,.,.... ,-.. . -~ -.-. '-· .. '.·, .. 
. ' 

"'·'!.'...... • .• , ~ '- . .·· •· 

. . . . -.· .. 
. --~ 

8j89~ 9~90 

. 

8.79 ' 

.. 8.83 

.. ·8. 79 

8.78 

8.85 

8.84 

8.84. 

8.10 

8.3~ 

.- :, 

; .. 

,• ; 

·,( . .-.-
. :·~ . 

.. \• 
"t·: 

.. . ,. 
. ,. ' 

.• 

. -'::. .~ ' .. 

'•·· 

•', 

' _.-... 

. ·'f •. 
- .• _ .. ,._. 'r-t: .: 

, ~·.!I < f 

--:· .... _. 

. .. 
• ~ J" ' •• 

9-87 
.· 
9-89 

9-87 

9-87 

9-87 

' '9.86 

9.85 .. 

,,. 

8.65 

9·37 

. . 
. . ' 

,·.· .. 

.-· ., .. , 

10.93 12.23 13.14 

10.93 12.19 13.16 

10.91. 12.15 -13.04 
.,-;· 

10.87 '12 .12 13.01 

• 10.89 '12.15 ·.· 13.06 

.. 10.82 11.97 12.78 
... 

. 10.79 '·. 11.92 12.73 

. 10.78 11.92 12.72 

9.22. 9·77' 10.21 

J0.73 9.44. . . 9.90 

,.· 

~- •· ·. 

',I< I' 

. I . . 

·' 
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Table VI.· Calculated and experimental binding energy shifts of potassium core 
levels for the potassium halide$, KI0

3
, and Kio4. :KI is. used as the reference 

compound. 

Compounds (X) 

KF 

KC1 

KBr 

KI 

v 6Eb (K, i,X-KI) · 

(calc.) · 

-2.331 

-0.885 

-0.520 

0 

-2.353 

0.497 

~(K,i,X-KI) 

(expt.) 

0 

-1.3±0.2 

-1.3±0.2 
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Table VII •.• Polarization corrections to iodine binding energy shifts for the 
alkali iodides, KI0

3
, and KI04. KI is used as the. reference compound. 

Compound (X) . E.p -E . KI 
X P'" 

LiT -0.52} 

Nai -0.202 

KI -> · .. 0 

r 

Rbi·· 0.067 
' · .. 

, r 
Csi 0.065 

. KI0
3 

: -0.836 
.. 

KI04 -1.368 

. {. 

..\ 

.·· 

~.. ~'. :. 

',. _ ... 
,.; •,-· . 

.'·· 
' ~ . 
' -

F :" • 

'. 

''.'. 

.... .. . > . 
, ... 

c. 

.. ; 

·.;_-· 
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Table. VIII. · Comparison of present results for fractional ionic character and 
iodine charge. in KIO~ ·and. KIOl.r to those obtained from M8ssbauer measurements 
in Ref. 8 . Our results for both both the full and three-quarter Madelung 

·:correction are given • 

Compound 

Full Made lung: 

. Kio
3 

KI04 

J/4 Madeluns: 

KI0
3 

KI04 

M8ssbauer: 

KI0
3 

KI0
4 

. 

,. 

f 

·. ·0.67 

0.48 

0.35 
. ·-·· 

· .. 0.28 

0.31 

0.31 

Iodine 
Charge 

2.99 

2.86 

1.10 

'·.1.24' 

0.83 

1.44 
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: ·· · Figure· Captions 
·..,·: 

Fig. 1. Schematic· ill~strat':!.on of the experimental setup •.. 
. .... 

Fig. 2; Energy diagram for' the phot~electric process in a semiconducting or. 

insulating source. (~olid compound X). The photoemissiori is from some 

arbitrary core level i of an'atom A .in solid X •. 

:Fig. 3. Photoelectron peaks from the r
2 

level in KI and Kro4 . 
. · p3/2 

. 'tion was used f~r . excitation . 

. . ·. ·'' .·.·.·'Fig .. 4 .. Photoelectron peaks. from the Eu3d
5

/ 2. levels in EuA12 , Eu-metal and 

.. · ~· ,. 

.. '·· 

Eu
2
o

3
:. An· E~_-metal sample was first examined with minimal oxidation and 

. then again after prolonged exposure to air .. The exciting x-ray lines .were. 

· CuKJ::t
1 

and CuKJ::t
2

. The probable. sources· of the three peaks are noted in the 

lower· portion of the figure~ .· 

·Flg. 5. ; Energy cycle for calculating the binding energy of core electron i of.· 

· atom A in the solid lattice of compound X. Z is the charge on A in the 

lattice. E
1 

is tlle energy required to re~ove,A fromthe lattice leaving a 

lattice vacancy~ E
2 

is the energy required to insert 

vacancy~ ~(A_, i, Z) is. a free- ion binding energy • 

Z+l . . ' ' 
A · back into that 

. Fig. 6. . Calculated binding energy shifts -due to removing a ··--2p electron from· 

·various free- ion configurations of fluorine. The 2s sub shell is ful·l in 

' 4 5 ' 6 
all configurations, so 2=2p~; 1=2p , 0=2p , and -:-1=2p • The shift values 

are from~'calcuiations .bY Clementi in Ref. 25. As abscissa we use the 

location of the radial density maximu."!l for each level.. Also, the classical 

', , . 
. ,., " 

. '. 

.,. 
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·····' 

•' · shift. due to removing an electron from a spherical shell at the location 

· of the 2p maximu!n is 'given •. 

Fig. 7. ·Calculated binding energy shifts due. to removing a3p electron from 

. ' . 

various free-ion configurations of chlorine.· The 3s subshell.is full in 

3 4 . 5 .. 6 
all configurations, so 2==3p , 1=3p , 0==3p and -1=3p • .. The shift values 

are from calculations by Clementi in Ref.: 25. The abscissa and classical ,. 

shift are analogous to those in Fig. 6. Also· shown are experimental shifts 

. between NaCl and NaCl0
4 

from Ref. 7 .. 

·Fig. 8. Calculated binding energy shifts due to removing a 4p electron from 

. various free-ion configurations of bromine. The 4s subshell is full in 

3 4 . 5 . . . 6 
all configurations, so 2==4p , 1=4p , 0=4p and -1=4p . The shift values 

. ar'e a combination of our values and those of Ref.25 as noted in the text. 

The abscissa and classical shift ar.e analogous to those in Fig. 6. 

• Fig. 9· Calculated binding energy shifts due to removing a 5p electron from 

var1,ou~ free-ion configurations of iodine. · 

. 1 2 3 
all configurations so 4=5p , 3=5p , 2=5p , 

The 5s subshell is full in 

4 5 - . 6 
1=5p , 0=5p and -1=5p . The·:shift 

values·:areobased . on • our calculations. The abscissa and classical shift - ~- . 

are analogous to those in Fig. 6. Also .shown are our experimental shifts 

between KI and Kro
4

. 

Fig~ 10. Calculated binding energy shifts for various free-ion states of 

iodine, averaged over all core levels and stated relative to the iodide 

ion. As abscissa we use actual ionic charge. Valence configurations are 

noted bel;w the charge and are the same as those in Fig. 9 • 

i· · Fig. 11. Calculated binding energy shifts due to removing a 4f electron from 

. 6 
various free-ion configurations of europium. The configurations are: 3==4f , 

.. ' ' .. ., ~-( 
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7.. 7' :2 .. : ' \ 6 > 2 . 
2=~f , . 0=4f 6s. , and X=4f ?.s . The shift values. are based on our calcula:.. 

. . ·:, " 

·>., .tions. The abscissa and classical shift are analogous to those in Fig. 6. 

·Also shown are :o~ experi~ental_ shifts between EuAl
2 

and· Eu
2
o
3 

. 

. Fig. 12 .. Calculated and· experimental chemical shift's for iodine core levels in 

KI0
3 

and Kio4 with· KI as a. reference compound. All values are averag~s 

over the core leveis'.; Theoretical results for both a full and three-quarter 

Madelung .correctionare given.· Also shown are the points where the charge 

on the iodine atom is. zero .. 

·Fig. 13. Diagram illustrating the charged shell approximation as applied to an. · 

, _ _. .. 

. ! 

octahedral AB
6 

molecule or ion with net charge m •. The charge transfer due 

to bonding is· approximated by moving charge •ea from the valence shell of 

A out to a spherical shell at radius r . 
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5 
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0 2 

r max (Bohr radii) 
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. Fig. 7 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 

sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 

mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 

implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 

report, or that the use of any information, appa

ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 

may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 

or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 

this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 

Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com

mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 

such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 

to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 

with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




